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STARTING INR 19,499/- | 6N/7D 



DAY-1

DAY-2

DAY-3

DAY-4

DAY-5

Pangong Lake - Back to Leh

Arrival at Leh 

Nubra Valley - Turtuk -  Nubra Valley 

Nubra Valley - Shyok Valley - Pangong lake 

Leh – Nubra Valley (125 Kms/ 5 - 6 Hours)

DAY-6

DAY-7

 Brief Itinerary

Leh - Sighseeing ( Overnight Stay)

Departure from Leh



About
Leh is a dream destination for many travellers in India and even for  
those who are visiting from overseas. It is not just a destination for  
solo travelers but has so much to offer to young travellers, families  
and couples alike. Leh is famous for its high altitudes and numerous  
passes connecting various locations in this difficult terrain. 
To explore the best tourist places in Leh, one must visit this frozen  
paradise to explore its secrets and admire its breath-taking beauty.  
Leh is a dream destination for many travellers and the holy grail for  
the adventure enthusiasts. If you are a photography enthusiast, then  
Leh is the paradise you have been waiting for all your life. There isn’t  
much to offers in terms of nature or wildlife photography, but what  
you can capture instead is a vast empty canvas that you can pain.



• After your arrival in Leh, our representative will meet you and  
take you to the hotel. 

• Receive a traditional welcome and rest for a while to 
       acclimatize to Ladakh’s weather. 
• Dinner and overnight stay in Leh.

Day 01| Arrival at Leh



• After breakfast visit to Magnetic Hill, Hall of Fame,  
Gurudwara Pathar Sahib and The Sangam of Zanskar & Indus  
River. Visit Leh Market, Leh Palace and Shanti Stupa. Return  
back to hotel by 7:30 pm. 

• Dinner and overnight stay in Leh

Day 02 | Leh Local Sightseeing  
Sham Valley



• After breakfast, drive to Nubra Valley (Known as the Valley of  
Flowers and the warmest region in Ladakh) via Khardung La  
pass. This road is considered to be the highest motorable road  
of the world. Enroute, admire the spectacular views of the  
never ending snow-capped mountain ranges around Khardung  
La Pass (18,390 feet). 

• After spending some time at Khardung La, proceed to Nubra.  
Vist Diskit Monastery and enjoy camel Safari in the evening. 

• Dinner and overnight stay in Nubra.

Day 03 | Leh to Nubra Valley



Day 04 | Nubra to Turtuk to Nubra Valley
• Wake up to a beautiful sunrise. 
• Post breakfast depart for Turtuk, a remote village of about 

4,000 residents inhabited by ethnic Muslims, a few 
kilometers from the ‘Line Of Control’ (the de facto border) 
between India and Pakistan, on the Indian side. 

• Turtuk is the penultimate village open to foreign tourists 
before Pakistan. 

• Spend some time in the pristine landscapes of Turtuk 
Village. 

• Come back to Diskit by evening. 
• Dinner & Sleep Overnight.



Day 05 | Nubra to Pangong Lake
• We will start the day following the same route towards Leh till  

we reach Khalsar. From the Agyam bridge, we will take the left  
route which leads us to the villages of Shyok and Durbuk and  
then Tangtse and follow the traditional route. 

• Drive further to Pangong Lake one of the largest and most  
beautiful natural brackish lakes in the Himalayas. Situated at  
14000 ft, more than half of the lake is within Chinese Territory  
and only one third part lies in India. 

• Explore the lake area, might catch some rare wildlife. Stay 
• Dinner and overnight stay in Pangong.



Day 06 | Pangong Lake to Leh
• Early morning enjoy the picturesque view of Sun rise on the  

lake. 
• After breakfast drive back to Leh, take a short halt at  

Changla Pass to enjoy a cup of hot steaming tea. Enroute  
visit 3 Idiot School, Thiksey Monastery, & Sindhu ghat. 

• Dinner and overnight stay in Leh.



Day 07 | Departure
• Early morning transfer to Leh airport to board flight back to 

destination. 
• Journey ends with Sweet Memories of Ladakh.



Batch 1 29th April, 2023 - 05th May, 2023

Batch 2 13th May, 2023 - 19th May, 2023 

Batch 3 20th May, 2023 - 26th May, 2023

Batch 4 27th May, 2023 - 02nd June, 2023 

Batch 5 03rd June, 2023- 09th June, 2023 

Batch 6 10th June, 2023 - 16th June, 2023 

Batch 7 17th June, 2023 - 23rd June, 2023

Batch 8 24th June, 2023 - 30th June, 2023 

Batch 9 01st July, 2023 - 07th July, 2023 

Batch 10 08th July, 2023 - 14th July, 2023 

Batch 11 15th July, 2023 - 21st July, 2023

Batch 12 22nd July, 2023 - 28th July, 2023

Upcoming Group Departure



INCLUSIONS

EXCLUSIONS

✔ Nights stay at Leh as mentioned above in Itinerary.
✔ Night stay at Nubra.
✔ Night stay at Pangong
✔ Non-AC Vehicle as per above Itinerary from Leh airport to  

Leh airport-12-Seater Tempo Traveler / SUV on Point-to-  
Point Basis

✔ 05 Breakfast & Dinners at Hotel/Camp/Resort.
✔ Environment Fee
✔ Oxygen Support for Nubra-Pangong Tour
✔ Bike, Fuel and Mechanic Support (For Bike Trips Only)

× 5% GST 
× Lunch 
× Anything else that is not mentioned in the inclusion's 
× Personal expenses such as tips, telephone calls, laundry,  

medication etc. 
× Any Monument entry fees/Camera Fees. 
× Any other Adventure activity



Pay 30% of total amount per head to reserve your seat  & you can 
pay the remaining amount 15 days before  the trip. 

Note : Booking  amount is non-refundable

Booking Process

Triple Sharing INR  19,499/-

Double Sharing INR 21, 499/-

Cancellation Policy	
✓ If the cancellations are made in 30 days prior the departure 

date of the trip, 50% of the trip cost will be charged as 
cancellation fee. 

✓ If the cancellations are made 15-30 days prior the departure 
date of the trip, 75% of the trip cost will be charged as 
cancellation fee. 

✓ If the cancellations are made 0-15 days prior the departure 
date of the trip, 100% of the trip cost will bve charged as 
cancellation fee.



“We don’t make customers  
We make friends”



Let’s 
GET Social

+91 93544 97995 www.travelyara.co info@travelyara.co+91 93544 97995 www.travelyara.com info@travelyara.com

Contact Us

Corporate Office Address  
Travelyara Workplace, E-15/122, Sector - 8, Rohini  

New Delhi - 110034
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